
Welcome Friends, 

"Markets may be crazy, but this does not make you a psychiatrist." - Professor Meir Statman, behavioral finance pioneer 

Our prayers go out to all of you, along with your family and friends, facing the challenges of hurricane Harvey. We grieve 

for your losses and the many rebuilding challenges ahead.  We also celebrate all who selflessly answer the calls for help 

and willingly serve their neighbors in times of need. 

Times like these help bring much needed perspective to our pursuits. Challenges and joys are often served up in equal 

measure. For some, surviving the storm may be your only focus.  For others, memories of past challenges give way to 

plans for achievement and the fruits of success. 

It is important to remember that everybody’s definition of “success” is a little different. Whatever your dream, be it as 

basic as rebuilding, as grandiose as sailing around the world, or simply accomplishing your life goals closer to home, you 

need a comprehensive plan (including a smart investment plan) that you can stick to through both good times and the 

potential for your own personal hurricanes. 

And when it comes to funding and protecting your dreams, a plan built around your individual needs, goals and appropri-

ate risk tolerance is the best tool to help your portfolio survive — and even thrive — under any market conditions. 

Let’s now narrow our focus to some key components of successful plans.  There are always important costs to examine 

when investing. Just as you might closely study the upkeep costs for a house or a car (and not just the initial sticker 

price), paying attention to things like fund expense ratios and taxes can pay off considerably. Controlling investment costs 

can have a huge impact on the long-term success of your portfolio. 

 Getting What You Don’t Pay For 

The textbooks may be wrong. Investors are not often rational creatures and thus won’t always be comfortable with the 

“perfect” investment plan. Perhaps some favor only domestic stocks even though having a globally-diversified portfolio can 

be more economically advantageous. New research explores how some investment decisions ruled by our “wants” rather 

than what’s considered good for us allow us the freedom we crave and help to balance our financial and non-financial 

desires.   

 How to Make Good Emotional Investments 

How much do you enjoy running errands or cleaning your house? In our increasingly busy lives there appears to be a posi-

tive trade-off between spending money and saving valuable time. Each of us need to answer that age-old question: What 

is my time worth? You may be surprised to find that the premium is higher than you thought. 

 Spending Money to Save Time 

For our final thought, I’d like to pose a question, “Is it possible to predict success?” Former teacher and psychologist An-

gela Lee Duckworth explores the idea that talent and high IQ don’t necessarily result in successful outcomes. It’s students 

who show passion and stamina for working toward their long-term goals who seem to do better and tend to collectively 

understand that failure is never a permanent condition — a notable lesson for adults. 

 Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance  

I am here for each of you.  Please give me a call if you want to talk through your plans to protect your family, your income 

and your wealth or just want to visit. 

Don't forget to check out our new website. We designed it for 

you and to help you introduce us to the people you care about 

in your life. Let us know what you think. 

Enjoy your day - it is the only one on the schedule! 

Warm Regards, 

Scott 

R Scott Maxwell, MBA, CFP® 

President, R Scott Maxwell Financial 

Frisco Office: 469-213-3995 

Email: Scott@RScottMaxwell.com 

Website: www.RScottMaxwell.com 
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This material is intended for educational purposes only and is not intended to serve as the basis for any investment or purchasing decisions. 
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